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Since the childcare environment has significantly changed, improving and supporting childcare 
have become major challenges in current society. Automatically recording and subsequently 
observing childcare activities can be used for various purposes to support childcare. However, 
methods to detect childcare activities using off-the-shelf devices have not yet been proposed.
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TABLE I
F1-SCORES OF RANDOM FOREST FOR EACH CHILDCARE ACTIVITY

Label F1-score

bathing 0.973
walking_stroller 0.932
sitting_milk 0.796
play 0.785
others 0.698
changing_clothes 0.662
walking_holder 0.572
changing_diaper 0.558
standing_hold 0.385
sitting_hold 0.228

The ten activity labels were listed in descending order of f1-score.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Examining the classification performances of the five dif-
ferent machine learning models considered in this study, that
of random forest model was highest, with values of 0.711,
0.669, 0.711, and 0.659 in the order of accuracy, precision,
recall, and f1-score. In the following sections, we will discuss
the details of the random forest model, which had the highest
classification performance.

Next, the f1-score of each activity label for the random
forest model were shown in Table I; the ten activity labels
were listed in descending order of f1-score. For the child-
care activities, the value of bathing was 0.973, that of
walking_stroller was 0.932, that of sitting_milk
was 0.796 and that of play was 0.785, which were
both relatively high values. However, standing_hold and
sitting_hold had relatively low values at 0.385 and 0.228,
respectively.

Furthermore, we examined how the activity labels with
low f1-scores were incorrectly estimated using the random
forest model. The percentage of each activity label estimated
as a different activity label is shown in Figure 2. Focus-
ing on the two types of activity labels related to childcare
that had low f1-scores, we estimated sitting_hold as
sitting_milk (0.15) and standing_hold (0.52), and
standing_hold as sitting_hold (0.40). Also, we also
estimated changing_clothes as changing_diaper
(0.26) and changing_diaper as changing_clothes
(0.38). The results indicate that similar activities are some-
times incorrectly estimated.

Therefore, the random forest model is expected to be
useful in estimating activities during childcare, but the model
shows that similar labels, such as sitting_hold and
standing_hold, which have a holding activity in common,
are easily confused. In this study, we only use sensor data from
a smartwatch for evaluation. However, a smartwatch is a device
worn on the arm; therefore, it does not capture movements of
the body or head. Thus, performance may be improved using
smartphones and wearable devices for evaluation.

V. CONCLUSION

This study estimated childcare activities for males in their
20s by collecting motion data from a smartwatch and creating

Fig. 2. Estimation accuracy of random forest. The vertical axis represents the
true label, and the horizontal axis is the predicted label. The value for each
activity label adds up to 1 in the horizontal direction.

multiple machine learning models. The results showed that
the random forest model exhibited high performances of about
0.7 for f1-score, so this model may be useful for estimating
childcare activities. However, the classification of similar
activities remains a problem, and it is necessary to devise a
method of estimation using multiple devices.

This study only considered the childcare activity of males in
their 20s in a laboratory environment; therefore, it is necessary
to conduct experiments including other age groups and females
and to conduct experiments that consider a real environment.
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multiple machine learning models. The results showed that
the random forest model exhibited high performances of about
0.7 for f1-score, so this model may be useful for estimating
childcare activities. However, the classification of similar
activities remains a problem, and it is necessary to devise a
method of estimation using multiple devices.

This study only considered the childcare activity of males in
their 20s in a laboratory environment; therefore, it is necessary
to conduct experiments including other age groups and females
and to conduct experiments that consider a real environment.
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Conclusion
This study estimated childcare activities for males in their 20s by collecting motion data from a smartwatch and creating 
multiple machine learning models. The results showed that the random forest model exhibited high performances of 
about 0.7 for f1-score, so this model may be useful for estimating childcare activities. 
However, the classification of similar activities remains a problem, and it is necessary to devise a method of 
estimation using multiple devices.

This study only considered the childcare activity of males in their 20s in a laboratory environment; therefore, it is 
necessary to conduct experiments including other age groups and females and to conduct experiments that 
consider a real environment.

• Results of performance evaluation

• F1-scores of random forest for each childcare activity

• Estimation accuracy of random forest

TABLE I
RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR ONLY CHILDCARE ACTIVITIES

Machine Learning Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

Random forest 0.711 0.669 0.711 0.659
Gradient boosting 0.637 0.595 0.637 0.589
Logistic regression 0.605 0.574 0.605 0.564
Multi-class SVM 0.222 0.222 0.222 0.212
K-nearest neighbor method 0.185 0.190 0.185 0.173

TABLE II
F1-SCORES OF RANDOM FOREST FOR EACH CHILDCARE ACTIVITY

Label F1-score

bathing 0.973
walking_stroller 0.932
sitting_milk 0.796
play 0.785
others 0.698
changing_clothes 0.662
walking_holder 0.572
changing_diaper 0.558
standing_hold 0.385
sitting_hold 0.228

The ten activity labels were listed in descending order of f1-score.

The classification performance of random forest 
model was highest, with values of about 0.7.

The random forest model is expected to be 
useful in estimating activities during childcare.

The values of “bathing”, “walking_stroller”, “sitting_milk”, “play” were 
relatively high (higher than 0.7).

However, “standing_hold” and “sitting_hold” had relatively low values at 
0.385 and 0.228, respectively.

It was necessary to examine how the activity labels with low f1-scores 
were incorrectly estimated using the random forest model.

It shows how likely each activity label was to be estimated 
for each activity label. The value for each activity label 
adds up to 1 in the horizontal direction.

• “sitting_hold” → “sitting_milk” (0.15)
• “sitting_hold” → “standing_hold” (0.52)
• “standing_hold” → “sitting_hold” (0.40)

Similar activities were sometimes incorrectly estimated.

Smartwatch is a device worn on the arm; therefore, it does 
not capture movements of the body or head. Thus, 
performance may be improved using smartphones and 
wearable devices for evaluation.

This study develops a method to detect childcare activities that parents perform for their 
babies using an off-the-shelf wearable device. We define nine childcare activities and develop 
corresponding detection models based on motion-sensor data from a smartwatch. Our evaluation 
in a laboratory setting resulted in classification performances of 71% (F1: 0.66).

After feature extraction, a machine learning model was created
to compare the classification results. The results showed that
high performance was obtained using the K-nearest neighbor
method, which produced an F-measure of 96.2%, thereby
indicating the validity of the system. Although there are many
studies on the estimation of activities of babies, there are few
studies on that for parents who take care of their babies.

III. ESTIMATING CHILDCARE ACTIVITIES

In this study, we collect motion sensor data from wearable
devices and perform machine learning to detect childcare
activities in daily life. In particular, we focus on male childcare
activities, collecting data, creating activity-estimation models,
and evaluating them.

A. Childcare Activity

We define childcare activities as per the nine types of activ-
ities. Specifically, the indoor activities are standing_hold
(standing and holding a baby), sitting_hold (sit-
ting and holding a baby), sitting_milk (giving milk
with a bottle), play (playing and lifting), bathing
(bathing), changing_diaper (changing diapers), and
changing_clothes (changing clothes), and the outdoor
activities are walking_stroller (walking with a baby
stroller) and walking_holder (walking with a baby car-
rier). We primarily focus on male childcare activities and not
on “breastfeeding” behavior. We also define basic activities
in daily life as others to treat these childcare activities
differently.

Examples of the behaviors of each childcare activity and
graphs of the raw data are shown in Figure 1. Each graph
displays acceleration at the left and rotation at the right. From
the graphs, we can observe that the acceleration and rotation
vary by activities. Therefore, feature extraction is performed
for acceleration and rotation before the estimation of activities.

B. Measuring device

To collect motion data, we develop a data-collection ap-
plication for the Apple Watch Series 5 (watchOS 7.6.1)
using watchOS CoreMotion API [11], which has multiple
sensors, such as an accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer,
barometer, microphone, and heart-rate monitor. The developed
watchOS application enables us to access these sensors and
collect each sensor’s data periodically. We collect the motion-
sensor data at 100 Hz and saved it in CSV format. We im-
plement a Workout Session during the watchOS measurement
so that the application could continuously record data, even in
the background.

C. Data set

The participants are nine males (in their 20s) who had no
prior childcare experience. They perform ten types of childcare
activities and daily activities while wearing the Apple Watch
to collect the motion data during these activities in a lab-scale
setup. Although this is in a lab-scale setup, we ultimately
intend that parents will actually wear the device on their arms

(a) bathing

(b) walking with a baby carrier

Fig. 1. Graphs of specific examples of childcare activities and raw data. In
these graphs, acceleration is shown in the left part and rotation in the right
part for 10 s.

to care their children, so they wear the Apple Watch on their
non-dominant arm. We simultaneously use a video camera to
capture their behaviors during the activities. This video camera
can also record the time of day, and the ground truth data is
labeled after the experiment is completed. Before performing
each childcare activity, a person with childcare experience
explains and demonstrates the activity, and the participants
themselves practice it.

D. Analysis method

First, We calculate some features from the acceleration data
and angular velocity data in the dataset. 1280 samples are
randomly selected for each activity per subject. The data are
recorded at 100 Hz, and the lowest number of data per activity
and subject is 1740 records. And we divide the data into 128
samples and calculated the mean value, variance, maximum
value, minimum value, and standard deviation of each sample
(hereafter 1 record). In addition, we perform a fast Fourier
transform on each record and use the highest frequency and
its amplitude as the feature values.

Second, for the classification of childcare activities, we
use a machine learning method that can process multi-level
classification problems because we classify ten types of ac-
tivities. Specifically, we create five types of machine learn-
ing models: K-nearest neighbor method, logistic regression,
gradient boosting, random forest, and multi-class support-
vector machine (SVM). These machine learning models are
implemented using Scikit-learn. In addition, we perform cross-
validation on all the machine learning models, thereby creating
nine patterns with one of the nine subjects as the test data and
the other eight as the training data. We then evaluate each
evaluation index using the average value.

Finally, We use accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score
indicators to evaluate the performance of each model.

After feature extraction, a machine learning model was created
to compare the classification results. The results showed that
high performance was obtained using the K-nearest neighbor
method, which produced an F-measure of 96.2%, thereby
indicating the validity of the system. Although there are many
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